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7 ABSTRACT: Dehydrohalogenation and dehydration reactions of gas-
8 phase i-C3H7Br and i-C3H7OH molecules induced by collision with Na+, all
9 participants being in their electronic ground state, were studied
10 experimentally in our laboratory using a radiofrequency-guided ion beam
11 apparatus and covering the 0.10−10.00 eV center of mass (CM) energy
12 range. In Na+ + i-C3H7Br collisions the formation of [C3H6−Na]+ and
13 [HBr−Na]+ by dehydrohalogenation was observed and quantified, as well
14 as that of the ion−molecule adduct [Na−i-C3H7Br]

+ together with its
15 decomposition products C3H7

+ and NaBr. In Na+ + i-C3H7OH collisions
16 the dehydration product [H2O−Na]+ was also found, while [C3H6−Na]+
17 was hardly detected. Moreover, the [Na−i-C3H7OH]

+ adduct formation as
18 well as its decomposition into C3H7

+ and NaOH were also quantified. For
19 all these processes, absolute reaction cross sections were measured as a
20 function of the CM collision energy. From measured excitation functions,
21 rate constants for the formation of [C3H6−Na]+, [HBr−Na]+, and [H2O−Na]+ at 303 K were obtained. Complementing the
22 experiments, exhaustive ab initio structure calculations at the MP2 level of theory were performed, giving information on the
23 most relevant features of the potential energy surfaces (PESs) where the dehydrohalogenation, dehydration, and decomposition
24 reactions take place adiabatically for both collision systems. On these PESs different stationary points associated with potential
25 energy minima and transition state barriers were characterized, and their connectivity was ensured using the intrinsic-reaction-
26 coordinate method. The main topology features of the ab initio calculated PESs allowed a qualitative interpretation of the
27 experimental data also exposing the role of the sodium ion as a catalyst in elimination reactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

28 The radio frequency guided ion beam (RF-GIB)1 apparatus
29 developed in our laboratory over the last 10 years was
30 employed in studying the formation of adducts between alkali
31 ions and polar molecules such as butanone and cyclohexanone2

32 or nonpolar molecules like benzene3 in the few electronvolt
33 collision energy range. Taking into account that the study of
34 ion−molecule reactions is of interest in such physical chemistry
35 or chemical physics areas as atmospheric chemistry,4,5 bio-
36 logical systems,6 planetary atmospheres, and interstellar media7

37 and that our experimental apparatus is suitable for generating
38 alkali ions at low collision energies, we recently studied reactive
39 processes in alkali ions colliding with some halogenated organic
40 compounds and alcohols. In the middle and second half of the
41 1970s, Wieting8 et al. as well as Allison and Ridge9,10 observed
42 the dehydrohalogenation (or dehydration) reactions of the
43 corresponding halogenated compounds (or alcohols) induced
44 by alkali ion collisions. The reactivity of the different ion−
45 molecule systems strongly depended on the particular
46 halogenated compound or alcohol as well as on the particular
47 alkali ion, lithium being the most reactive one. Creasy and
48 Farrar studied, among other systems, the dehydration of tert-
49 butanol11 as well as the dehydrohalogenations12 of iso- and n-

50propyl chloride and isopropyl bromide induced by lithium ion
51collisions at low energy using molecular beam techniques and
52at a few defined collision energies, measuring the corresponding
53branching ratios for the different reaction channels. In our
54previous studies on ion−molecule dehydrohalogenation or
55dehydration reactions,6,13−17 we measured the corresponding
56excitation functions for different reaction channels including
57some not previously observed.9−12 These studies were
58complemented by ab initio calculations of the corresponding
59ground singlet state potential energy surfaces (PES) on which
60the reactive processes take place adiabatically at low collision
61energies.
62In the present work we report on the reactive processes
63taking place in collisions between Na+ and i-C3H7Br or i-
64C3H7OH molecules, all reactants being in their singlet ground
65state. According to previous experiments, we expected to
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66 observe the reactive channels leading to dehydrohalogenation
67 or dehydration, respectively.

+ − → − ++ +iNa C H R [C H Na] HR3 7 3 668 (1)

+ ‐ → + −+ +iNa C H R C H [HR Na]3 7 3 669 (2)

70 where R stands for Br or OH and producing propene as well as
71 the hydrogen halide (or water). The reactant sodium ion is
72 attached to propene (reaction channel 1) or to the hydrogen
73 halide/water (reaction channel 2). Moreover, the decom-
74 position reaction

+ ‐ → ++ +iNa C H R C H NaR3 7 3 775 (3)

76 can also be expected to take place in the low collision energy
77 range studied (0.10−10.00 eV). At the higher limit of this
78 range, C3H7

+decomposition

→ ++ +C H C H CH3 7 2 3 479 (4)

80 was also observed experimentally. To the best of our knowledge
81 neither reaction 3 nor 4 for the systems studied here have been
82 described in the bibliography, while reactions 2 and 3 were not
83 observed in earlier studies of these systems.9,10

84 After the Introduction, in Section 2 a brief description on the
85 experimental setup is given, and the experimental results for
86 Na+ + i-C3H7R (R = Br, OH) collisions are shown. In Section 3
87 the quantum chemistry calculations used to characterize the
88 adiabatic PES on which reactive collisions evolve are exposed,
89 followed by a detailed description of the PES’ main topologic
90 features and their related chemical structures. Finally a
91 discussion and an interpretation of the experimental results in
92 the light of the ab initio quantum chemistry calculations are
93 given.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
94 2.1. A Brief Description of the Radio Frequency
95 Guided Ion Beam Experimental Setup. The experimental
96 RF-GIB developed in our laboratory has been extensively
97 described elsewhere,1 so only a brief outline is given here. In
98 the present study a pure Na+(1S0) beam is selected by a mass
99 quadrupole filter from the beam generated by thermoionic
100 effect on a suitable device (HeatWave Laboratories) heated to
101 ∼1200 K. Filtered ions are collimated and focused into an
102 octopole ion guide containing the thermal target gas at low
103 pressure. The octopole field both guides the primary ions and
104 gathers the ion products in a 4π solid angle. Both parent and
105 product ions are refocused and mass analyzed by a second mass
106 quadrupole and detected by a secondary electron multiplier.
107 Vapors of pure and dry i-C3H7R compounds are introduced in
108 the octopole scattering cell through a vacuum pipeline
109 controlled by a fine-pitch needle valve. Under experimental
110 conditions the background pressure is kept in the 1 × 10−6 to 1
111 × 10−7 mbar range, and the pressure in the gas cell is ∼1 × 10−5

112 mbar, low enough to ensure single collision conditions. All
113 systems and ancillary electronics are PC-controlled with a
114 software developed in our group using LabVIEW (© National
115 Instruments). Performing the Na+ + i-C3H7R collisions at a
116 fixed laboratory frame (LF) energy, the intensity of the primary
117 (I0) and product (Ii) ions are measured. The LF energy of the
118 sodium ions in the beam is determined using the so-called
119 retarding potential analysis method,1,18 the octopole ion guide
120 acting as the retarding energy analyzer. This gives a nearly
121 Gaussian1,18 ion energy distribution with some uncertainty

122measured by its full width at half-maximum (fwhm). Assuming
123that target molecules are stationary, each collision energy in the
124LF can be associated with a fixed collision energy E0 in the
125center of mass (CM) frame, which takes into account the
126uncertainty of the ion beam energy distribution. Considering
127also the Doppler broadening on the ion beam energy
128distribution due to the fact that target molecules are not
129stationary,19−21 the reactive cross-section at the CM collision
130energy E0 is given by

σ =E
I

I nl
( ) i

exp 0
0 131(5)

132where n and l stand for the target gas density in the reaction cell
133and its effective path length, respectively. The nl product has
134been characterized in a previous calibration experiment3,17 by
135comparing our results with those described by Koizumi and
136Armentrout22 so that measured cross sections can be given in
137absolute units with an uncertainty of ∼30%.In the present
138experiments fwhm for Na+ was ∼0.40 eV.
1392.2. Experimental Reactive Excitation Function in Na+

140+ i-C3H7Br Collisions. Before measuring excitation functions
141for the different reaction channels in Na+ + i-C3H7Br collisions,
142product ions were characterized by doing a mass scan at a few
143different collision energies in the 1 to 200 mass/charge unit
144range. For this system, signals were detected at 104 and 65 m/z
145units as expected for reactions 1 and 2 and related to the
146formation of [C3H6−Na]+ and [HBr−Na]+products. Another
147signal found at m/z of 146 units can be associated with the
148formation of the ion−molecule adduct [Na− i-C3H7Br]

+.
149Additionally, on increasing the collision energy the formation of
150both C3H 7

+ (43 m/z units) and C2H3
+ (27 m/z units) was

151observed according to reactions 3 and 4.
152The cross-section CM energy dependences for reactions 1 to
153 f14 are given in Figure 1. As it can be appreciated in Figure 1a,
154the dominant reaction is that giving [HBr−Na]+ (reaction 2),
155its excitation function displaying a maximum at ∼3.0 eV and
156showing a relatively well-defined energy threshold at ∼0.30 eV.
157The excitation function for the formation of the [C3H6−Na]+
158by reaction 1 shows a much lower reactivity than that for
159reaction 2 with an experimental threshold energy of ∼0.1 eV.
160The shape of both excitation functions is the expected one for
161reactions with an energy threshold requirement. The same
162figure shows also the excitation function associated with the
163formation of the ion−molecule adduct, which decreases when
164the collision energy increases, as expected in a barrierless ion−
165molecule reaction. Figure 1b shows the excitation function for
166the decomposition reaction 3, whose energy threshold and
167maximum are at ∼0.90 and 3.50 eV, respectively. In the same
168figure, cross-section values for the C3H7

+ decomposition as a
169function of the collision energy according to reaction 4 are also
170shown, appearing at ∼4.00 eV. In comparing these results it
171follows that the highest cross section in collisions between Na+

172and i-C3H7Br corresponds to the decomposition reaction in the
173energy range considered.
1742.3. Experimental Reactive Excitation Function in Na+

175+ i-C3H7OH Collisions. As for the previous system, a mass
176scan in the same mass/charge unit range at different collision
177energies was done for the Na+ + i-C3H7OH system. Signals of
178varying intensity were observed at 83, 65, 41, 43, and 27 mass/
179charge ratio which, taking into account the chemical nature of
180the reactive system, can be associated with the ion−molecule
181reactants adduct [Na−i-C3H7OH]

+, products reaction channels
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182 adducts [C3H6−Na]+ and [H2O−Na]+, reactions 1 and 2,
183 respectively, as well as the ions C3H7

+ (43 m/z units) resulting
184 from the decomposition reaction 3 and C2H3

+(27 m/z units)
185 from reaction 4. It is worth noting that, although the [C3H6−
186 Na]+ reaction product was detected, its associated measured
187 intensity in the range of energies of the experiment was
188 extremely weak so that the large uncertainties in the signal-to-
189 noise ratio precluded measuring the cross-section energy
190 dependence for reaction 1.
191 The CM excitation functions for reactions 1 to 4 are shown

f2 192 in Figure 2. In Figure 2a the cross-section energy dependence
193 for the [Na−i-C3H7OH]

+ adduct formation at the lowest
194 energy range is shown. Its global shape is the expected one for
195 the barrierless formation of an ion−molecule adduct. In Figure
196 2b the excitation function for the [H2O−Na]+ formation by
197 collision-induced alcohol dehydration (2) is given. In this case
198 an energy threshold appears at ∼1.20 eV, cross-section values
199 then increasing monotonously until a maximum at ∼4.50 eV.
200 After this maximum, cross sections decrease uniformly, tending
201 to disappear at collision energies high enough. In Figure 2c the
202 measured cross-section values for reaction 3 are plotted as a
203 function of the CM collision energy. The shape of this curve is
204 also in agreement with that expected for a decomposition
205 reaction, but the large experimental uncertainties at the lowest
206 energies precluded measuring precisely its threshold energy, the
207 nearest estimation made by extrapolating experimental data
208 being ∼1 eV. In Figure 2c the energy dependence for reaction 4
209 is also given, showing clearly an experimental energy threshold
210 of ∼2.50 eV and a maximum at ∼5.50 eV. From data shown in

211Figure 2 and considering the range of energies studied, it can be
212seen that the decomposition reaction 3 has again the highest
213cross-section values at CM energies larger than 1.00 eV, while
214adduct formation is significantly measured only at energies
215below 0.50 eV.

3. QUANTUM CHEMISTRY CALCULATIONS
216The experimental behavior of elementary chemical reactions is
217essentially controlled by the intermolecular forces established
218between the reacting partners along the reactive process.
219Moreover, the system’s total energy content plays a decisive
220role on which products can be formed and on the possibility of
221their being detected experimentally. In the case of gas-phase
222reactions such as those that are the subject of the present work,

Figure 1. Reaction cross-section as a function of the CM collision
energy for the formation of (a) the [Na−i-C3H7Br]

+ adduct and the
[HBr−Na]+ and [C3H6−Na]+ reaction products and (b) the
decomposition products C3H7

+ and C2H3
+ in the Na+ + i-C3H7Br

collision system. Cross sections for [Na−i-C3H7Br]
+ and [C3H6−Na]+

are multiplied by five (×5) as shown in the figure.

Figure 2. Reaction cross-section as a function of the CM collision
energy for the formation of (a) [Na−i-C3H7OH]

+ adduct, (b) [H2O−
Na]+ reaction product, and (c) C3H7

+ and C2H3
+ decomposition

products in the Na+ + i-C3H7OH collision system.
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223 quantum chemistry methods23 have proved to be an important
224 tool for describing and understanding interactions between
225 reactants, and they give detailed information on the PES where
226 elementary processes take place. For the systems considered
227 here, since the electronic structures of all reactants and
228 products show a closed-shell configuration, it can be assumed
229 that the reactive collisions described by reactions 1 to 4 evolve
230 adiabatically, correlating asymptotically reactants and products
231 and, consequently, that all reactions proceed on the ground
232 singlet PES of the supermolecule system (Na−i-C3H7R)

+ (R =
233 Br, OH). With the goal of fully characterizing the PES for both
234 reactive molecules, their main topology features were obtained
235 by performing ab initio calculations at the second order Möller-
236 Plesset (MP2)24 level of theory using the electronic structure
237 Gaussian program package25 and the Pople’s 6-31G basis set
238 including p polarization functions for each hydrogen atom and
239 p polarization functions on each heavy atom as implemented in
240 the computer code. The relevant stationary points on the
241 ground singlet PESs of both reactive systems were localized

242using the reaction coordinate method26 and the reaction path
243(RP),27 exploring PESs along the reaction pathway. Moreover,
244the connectivity of the different stationary points along the RP
245was confirmed by applying the intrinsic reaction coordinate
246method (IRC)28 to both potential energy hypersurfaces.
2473.1. Quantum Chemistry Results of the (Na−i-C3H7R)
248

+with R = Br, OH Supermolecule Reactive System
249Potential Energy Surfaces. Before proceeding to perform
250the above-mentioned PESs ab initio calculations, the geometry
251structures of the reactants and product for reactions 1 to 3 were
252determined as well as their corresponding electronic energies
253and zero-point energies (ZPE), so that reaction energies and
254standard reaction enthalpies at 0 K can be calculated. After
255characterizing reactants and products for both (Na−i-C3H7R)

+

256systems, we proceeded to localize the stationary points on the
257respective PES asymptotically correlating reactants and
258products. Full characterization of these points was done by a
259detailed Hessian matrix analysis allowing their classification
260either as minima (M) or as transition states (TS) on the

Table 1. MP2 Calculated Energiesa (ΔE), Zero-Point Energiesa (ΔZPE), and Standard Reaction Enthalpiesa (ΔrH0), Referred
to the Corresponding Reactants Values for the Different Minima (M), Transition States (TS), and Reactions 1, 2, and 3 Located
on the Reactive Potential Energy Surface of the (NaC3H7Br)

+ System (see Figure 3)

M1 TS1 M2 TS2 M3 (1) (2) (3)

ΔE −1.072 0.317 0.072 0.157 −0.202 0.474 0.567 1.752
ΔZPE 0.011 −0.151 −0.181 −0.194 −0.190 −0.221 −0.217 −0.153
ΔH0 −1.061 0.166 −0.109 −0.037 −0.392 0.253 0.350 1.599

aAll values are given in electronvolts.

Table 2. MP2 Calculated Energiesa (ΔE), Zero-Point Energiesa (ΔZPE), and Standard Reaction Enthalpiesa (ΔrH0), Referred
to the Corresponding Reactants Values for the Different Minima (M), Transition States (TS), and Reactions 1, 2, and 3 Located
on the Reactive Potential Energy Surface of the (NaC3H7OH)

+ System (see Figure 4)

M1 TS1 M2 TS2 M3 (1) (2) (3)

ΔE −1.415 1.323 −0.755 −0.722 −1.048 0.147 −0.347 3.659
ZPE 0.031 −0.187 −0.095 −0.107 −0.117 −0.184 −0.144 −0.258
ΔH0 −1.384 1135 −0.851 −0.830 −1.164 −0.037 −0.491 3.400

aAll values are given in electronvolts.

Figure 3. Schematic ZPE profile along the reaction path characterized at the quantum chemistry MP2 level on the singlet ground state of the Na+ +
i-C3H7Br collision system (taking the reactants’ ZPE as origin). The different minima (M) and transition states (TS1) located on the PES and their
IRC connectivity are shown: Continuous (yellow) describes the reaction path from asymptotic reactants to the adduct M1; continuous (red) line
describes the reaction path in the intermediate interaction region from M2 to M3; continuous (blue) and (orange) lines show the connectivity of M3
to the asymptotic reaction products (1) and (2). Dotted (green) line shows the reaction path for the decomposition reaction 3 from M1 to the
asymptotic product region on the PES.
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261 calculated PESs, and the connectivity between them was proved
262 by means of the IRC procedure.
263 Taking as a reference the calculated energies and ZPEs for
264 separate reactants, energies (ΔE) and standard enthalpies
265 (ΔH) were calculated for each stationary point (M or first-
266 order TS) located on the PESs, as well as the standard reaction
267 enthalpies (ΔrH0) for reactions 1 to 3 for both collision

t1t2 268 systems. Tables 1 and 2 give the ΔE, ΔH, and ΔrH0 values at
269 the MP2 level of theory for reactive systems (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+

f3 270 and (Na−i-C3H7OH)+, respectively. Figure 3 shows a
271 schematic representation of the stationary points localized on
272 the PES for the (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ system along the RP. This
273 gives detailed information on the PES most relevant topology
274 effects. The data given in Table 1 demonstrate that channels
275 (1), (2), and (3) in Na++ i-C3H7Br collisions are both
276 endoergic and endothermic, ΔrH0 values for reactions 1 and 2
277 being ∼0.22 eV lower than their respective ΔrE values, while for
278 reaction 3 this difference is only ∼0.15 eV. This endoergic (and
279 endothermic) character can also be observed in the reaction
280 energy profile shown in Figure 3, which also evidence the
281 presence of three minima M1, M2, and M3 associated with
282 potential energy wells on the PES. From this figure and Table 1
283 data, it can be seen that a potential energy barrier
284 corresponding to a first-order transition state (TS1, with a
285 370.64i cm−1 imaginary frequency) is located on the PES
286 separating M1 and M2 minima. Similarly, a transition state
287 barrier (TS2, with 203.66i cm−1 imaginary frequency) separates
288 potential energy wells M2 and M3. As clearly evidenced by
289 Figure 3, in both the PES’ reactants and products zones and
290 before reaching the respective asymptotic channels, potential
291 energy well M1 can be assigned to an adduct produced by the
292 association of the sodium ion with the neutral 2-bromopropane
293 molecule, while M3 could be related with product adducts and
294 linked to the interaction between neutral and ionic reaction
295 products. In both Table 1 data and Figure 3 it can be seen that
296 ZPEs for reaction products (1) and (2) are higher than the ZPE
297 of the higher energy transition state TS1 and that M2 is the
298 shallowest of the three potential energy wells localized on the
299 PES along the reaction evolution from reactants to products.

300Also, in the same figure and table it can be seen that the
301decomposition reaction 3 is the most endoergic (and
302endothermic) one, products being formed through an adiabatic
303evolution of the (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ supermolecule from M1 to
304the asymptotic region of the PES describing this reaction
305channel.
306For the (Na−i-C3H7OH)

+ reactive system a schematic
307representation of the stationary points located on the adiabatic
308PES of the Na+ + i-C3H7OH reactive collisions along the
309 f4reaction evolution is given in Figure 4 showing its main
310topology characteristics. From this and from data given in
311Table 2 it can be seen that reactions 1 and 3 are endoergic,
312while (2) is exoergic. When the respective ZPEs are included,
313reaction 1 becomes slightly exothermic, while reactions 2 and 3
314maintain their relative characters, (2) being exo- and (3)
315endothermic at 0 K. In this system, reaction 3 shows a higher
316endothermicity than the equivalent one in Na+ + i-C3H7Br
317collisions. For Na+ + i-C3H7OH, Figure 4 shows also the
318presence of three potential energy wells (M1, M2, and M3) and
319two potential energy barriers associated with first-order
320transition states, TS1 and TS2, with imaginary frequencies
3211322.18i cm−1 and 62.19i cm−1, respectively. TS1 is located
322between M1 and M2, all of them being connected by the
323corresponding IRC path, and TS2 separates M2 from M3 also
324connected along its own IRC path. As can be appreciated from
325both Figure 4 and Table 2 data, TS2 barrier height is only 0.021
326eV referred to the M2 minimum, practically 3.5 times lower
327that the equivalent TS2 barrier in the (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ system.
328Probably the most striking feature in Figure 4 is the high
329potential energy of TS1, ∼1.0 eV higher than its homologue in
330the (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ PES, this energy barrier being significantly
331above the asymptotic energies of reactions 1 and 2. Potential
332energy minima M1 and M3 in the same figure, as in the case of
333the bromide-ion collisions, can be associated with ion−
334molecule adducts, M1 standing for the reactants adduct [Na−
335i-C3H7OH]

+ and M3 for the product ones, [C3H6−Na]+ and
336[H2O−Na]+ in 1 and 2, respectively. Moreover, potential
337energy wells M1, M2, and M3 on the ion-alcohol PES are
338noticeably deeper than their homologues in the ion-bromide as

Figure 4. Schematic ZPE profile along the reaction path characterized at the quantum chemistry MP2 level on the singlet ground state of the Na+ +
i-C3H7OH collision system (taking the reactants’ ZPE as origin). The different minima (M) and transition states (TS1) located on the PES and their
IRC connectivity are shown: Continuous (yellow) describes the reaction path from asymptotic reactants to the adduct M1; continuous (red) line
describes the reaction path in the intermediate interaction region from M2 to M3; continuous (blue) and (orange) lines show the connectivity of M3
to the asymptotic reaction products (1) and (2). Dotted (green) line shows the reaction path for the decomposition reaction 3 from M1 to the
asymptotic product region on the PES.
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339 can be seen from data in Tables 1 and 2. As is also the case for
340 the ion-bromide system, the calculated endothermicity for (3)
341 is relatively high, higher in fact by ∼1.80 eV than that for
342 reaction 3 in the (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ PES. While the ΔrH0 value
343 calculated for 3 (see Table 1) in ion-bromide collisions agrees
344 well with that estimated from formation enthalpies29−31 (1.51
345 eV), for ion-alcohol the calculated ΔrH0 value for 3 (Table 2) is
346 0.61 eV larger that the estimated one (2.79 eV).
347 3.2. Quantum Chemistry Structures of the Relevant
348 Stationary Points on the Reactive Potential Energy
349 Surface of the (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ System. The geometry
350 structures associated with the different stationary points on the
351 PES and those for reactants and reaction products relevant to
352 reactions 1 to 3 in the Na+ + i-C3H7Br colliding system, are

f5 353 shown in Figure 5 where, to simplify, only the most significant
354 interatomic distances are given. From Figure 1a and for
355 reaction 1, the [C3H6−Na]+ structure can be seen where the
356 sodium ion interacts with the propene CC bond. Na+ and
357 the double bond carbons lie in a plane practically orthogonal to
358 that defined by the propene three carbon atoms, its distance to
359 the central one being 0.182 Å shorter than that between sodium
360 and terminal carbon. The longer Na+−central carbon distance
361 can be explained in terms of Coulomb interactions, considering
362 that in this adduct sodium supports a charge of +0.889 units
363 (calculated as the atomic polar tensor (APT) charges32); the
364 central carbon charge is +0.037 units, while the terminal one is
365 −0.189 units. This negative charge promotes the sodium−
366 terminal carbon atom attraction against the sodium−central
367 carbon repulsion. For the [C3H6−Na]+ adduct the calculated
368 CC bond length is 0.013 Å larger that the corresponding one
369 in isolated C3H6; this increase can be interpreted in terms of
370 the globally larger repulsive Coulomb interaction between the
371 three charged atoms (Na−CC) in comparison with the
372 double bond in isolated propene, whose calculated equilibrium
373 distances (see Figure 1a) agree very well with the available
374 data.31 C−H distances in the [C3H6−Na]+ adduct do not
375 change significantly with respect to those in propene. A detailed
376 analysis of the calculated ab initio molecular orbitals (m.o.)
377 shows that the atomic orbitals of the sodium atom do not
378 contribute significantly to the valence shell m.o. in the [C3H6−
379 Na]+ adduct, the Na+−C3H6 interaction thus being essentially
380 noncovalent, as is also the case for other alkali ion-neutral
381 molecules.33 For reaction 2 quantum chemistry calculations
382 give a practically right-angle configuration for the [HBr−Na]+,
383 where bromine has a −0.135 unit charge and is coordinated to
384 the sodium ion with a +0.943 unit net charge. In this adduct the
385 presence of the coordinated sodium ion leaves the Br−H bond
386 distance practically undistorted respect to the equilibrium gas-
387 phase distance (1.414 Å).29 The analysis of the m.o. of the
388 triatomic adduct shows essentially no contribution of the
389 sodium orbitals in the valence-occupied m.o. The interaction is
390 established mainly between a nonbonding p orbital of the
391 bromine atom and the closed-shell sodium ion, thus justifying
392 the practically right-angle bond of the three-center molecule. In
393 Figure 5a the calculated geometrical structures for the C3H7

+

394 and NaBr reaction products (3) are given. Results for the
395 former molecule are in agreement with a study on C3H7

+

396 decomposition previously done by some of the authors.34 This
397 molecular ion shows the so-called classical structure, with a
398 central carbon partial charge of +0.735 units and −0.334 units
399 for both adjacent carbons, while those for hydrogens range
400 between +0.106 and +0.165 units except that for the central
401 one, which is slightly lower at +0.089 units. For the NaBr

402neutral product the calculated internuclear distance agrees quite
403well with reported data (2.502 Å),29 while calculated APT
404partial charges are symmetrically distributed on the Na (+0.767
405units) and Br (−0.767 units) atoms with an associated dipole
406moment for the NaBr molecule of 9.289 D in agreement with
407reported data (9.092 D).

Figure 5. Optimized geometry structure at the quantum chemistry
MP2 level of the different molecular structures involved in Na+ + i-
C3H7Br collision system: (a) Structures for the reactant molecule and
the different reaction products; (b) Structures associated with the
different stationary points localized on the PES, minima (M) and
transition states (TS).
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408 In addition to the products’ geometric structures, those
409 associated with the stationary points localized on the PES of the
410 (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ system are also given in Figure 5b. The
411 optimized equilibrium structure in M1 shows that the Na+−i-
412 C3H7Br adduct has the sodium ion coordinated to the bromine
413 atom at 2.775 Å, while central carbon−bromide and carbon−
414 carbon distances are only slightly increased (0.054 Å) and
415 decreased (0.005 Å), respectively, in comparison with the same
416 in isolated i-C3H7Br. The ion molecule interaction is also
417 noncovalent, as corroborated by the analysis of the adduct
418 valence m.o. and of the charge distribution, which show no
419 significant contribution from the sodium orbitals. The
420 interaction is created between the bare sodium ion and the
421 nonbonding orbitals of the bromine atom, whose partial
422 charges are +0.923 and −0.454 units, respectively, and which
423 reflects a small decrease (∼0.077 units) of the Na+ initial
424 charge. The Na+ approach to the neutral molecule to form the
425 M1 structure modifies its charge distribution, increasing the
426 central carbon charge fraction from +0.396 to +0.565 units and
427 the bromine negative one from −0.310 to −0.435 units. Such
428 charge redistribution between ion and molecule without
429 forming covalent interactions indicates that the forces
430 controlling the reactants’ interaction are essentially noncovalent
431 and mainly electrostatic in character. Following the reaction
432 pathway from M1 to TS1, it can be seen that the Na ion
433 coordinated to the Br atom plays a role in weakening the bond
434 between the bromine and the central carbons, the methyl group
435 rotating around the C−C bond, enhancing the interaction
436 between bromine and the approaching active hydrogen, also
437 weakening the initial C−H bond that lengthens to 0.086 Å, and
438 finally reaching the structure shown in TS1. In this transition
439 state, charges on central carbon, Br and Na are +0.643, −0.895,
440 and +0.891 units, respectively, the central carbon increasing its
441 positive charge, bromine also increasing its negative one and
442 sodium decreasing its positive charge compared to those for
443 M1. From TS1, the system evolves to the M2 structure, where
444 (see Figure 5b) the active hydrogen has increased its C−H
445 distance in 0.952 Å, being practically nonbonded to the
446 terminal carbon atom, while its distance to the bromine is very
447 close to the calculated HBr equilibrium one (1.406 Å, see
448 Figure 5a). Moreover, the M2 structure shows that the central-
449 terminal carbon double bond has already formed and that its
450 bond distance is only slightly distorted (0.011 Å) with respect
451 to its equilibrium value in the C3H6 molecule. In M2 structure
452 associated with the carbon skeleton the charge fraction on the
453 central carbon is +0.012, and −0.235 on the terminal one; for
454 the HBrNa subsystem, charge fractions for H, Br, and Na are
455 +0.565, −0.482, and +0.825, respectively. From the shallow
456 minimum M2 the reacting supermolecule evolves to the TS2
457 configuration where the triatomic subsystem HBrNa reorients
458 itself with respect to M2, while the charge distribution remains
459 essentially unaltered with respect to the M2 one. Surmounting
460 the potential energy barrier associated with TS2 the system
461 evolves into the M3 structure that, as can be appreciate in
462 Figure 5b, can be associated with the formation of an adduct
463 where the sodium ion is simultaneously coordinated to the
464 propene’s CC bond by one side and to the HBr bromine by
465 the other. In this structure, charges on the central and terminal
466 carbons are +0.063 and −0.186, respectively. Charges on
467 sodium, bromine, and hydrogen atoms in the triatomic
468 subsystem NaBrH are +0.837, −0.135, and +0.188, respectively.
469 In view of the relatively large size of the C3H6 and HBr
470 fragments as well as of their small net charge (+0.109 and

471+0.054, respectively), M3 space distribution can be interpreted
472as if both fragments were trying to minimize their mutual
473repulsive interactions. As can be appreciated in Figure 5b the
474Na+ distances to both C3H6 and HBr fragments in M3 are
475relatively large, so it can be expected that interactions between
476the ion and each fragment are mainly noncovalent, as was
477confirmed from the analysis of the adduct m.o., without any
478important overlapping between the different fragments.
4793.3. Quantum Chemistry Structures of the Relevant
480Stationary Points on the Reactive Potential Energy
481 f6Surface of the (Na−i-C3H7OH)

+ System. In Figure 6 the

482geometrical structure of the different stationary points located
483along the reaction path from reactants to products on the PES
484reaction profile for the (Na−i-C3H7OH)

+ system is given
485together with those of reactants and products, while common
486reaction products described in the isopropyl bromide reaction
487were omitted. Comparing the geometry of the 2-hydroxypro-
488pane (Figure 6a) with the equivalent bromine derivative it can
489be seen that C−C and C−H bond distances are quite similar in
490both reactants, but the central carbon−oxygen distance is much

Figure 6. Optimized geometry structure at the quantum chemistry
MP2 level of the different molecular structures involved in Na+ + i-
C3H7OH collision system. (a) Structures for the reactant molecule and
for the different reaction products. (b) Structures associated with the
different stationary points localized on the PES, minima (M), and
transition states (TS).
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491 shorter than the corresponding one in the bromine compound.
492 Calculated ATP charges on central carbon (+0.538) and
493 oxygen atoms (−0.609) are larger than those on central carbon
494 and bromine in isopropyl bromide (+0.396 and −0.309,
495 respectively). The same figure shows also the structure of the
496 planar [H2O−Na]+ adduct. Its H−O distance (0.965 Å) and
497 H−O−H angle (104.8°) being both very close to those of the
498 free water molecule (0.961 Å and 103.8°, respectively), and the
499 bond distances for the linear NaOH (product in reaction 3) are
500 in good agreement with available data basis.35 In the [H2O−
501 Na]+ adduct the +0.961 sodium charge causes some increase in
502 the charges on the oxygen (−0.655) and hydrogen (+0.345)
503 atoms with respect to those in the water molecule (−0.521 and
504 +0.260, respectively), while charge distribution for the linear
505 NaOH was found to be +0.732 for Na, −0.883 for O, and
506 +0.151 for H.
507 The geometric structure of the [Na−i-C3H7OH]

+ adduct is
508 given In Figure 6b. We can see that the sodium is attached to
509 the oxygen atom at a relatively large distance, while the H, O,
510 central C, terminal C, and Na atoms are practically coplanar. In
511 this M1 adduct, C−C and C−H bond lengths have practically
512 the same values as in the isopropyl alcohol, while the C−O
513 distance is slightly increased (0.034 Å) due to its interaction
514 with the sodium ion. The ion−molecule interaction leads to
515 sodium having a +0.933 charge in M1 that induces a slight
516 variation from the distribution in the original O−H, the oxygen
517 charge changing from −0.609 in the alcohol to −0.736 in the
518 adduct, and that on hydrogen from +0.239 to +0.293, while the
519 remaining charges remain practically unchanged. As in the case
520 of the M1 adduct considered in the former reaction, the m.o.
521 analysis indicates that noncovalent interactions play a major
522 role in the formation of the ion−molecule adduct. From the
523 M1 potential energy well the supermolecule evolves toward
524 products, reaching a true saddle point on the PES (TS1 in
525 Figure 6b) with a relatively high ZPE potential energy barrier as
526 can be appreciated from Figure 4. It can be seen there that the
527 central C−OH bond distance has increased notably (0.80 Å)
528 with Na clearly interacting with the OH group via the oxygen
529 and announcing the formation of NaOH with a distorted
530 angular geometry (Na−O−H angle ≈ 111.3°; see Figure 6b).
531 At the same time the oxygen atom approaches the active H
532 atom of a methyl group, with the central carbon, the methyl C,
533 the active H, and the oxygen being all located on the same
534 plane, practically perpendicular to the H−O−Na plane. The
535 increase of the central C−O distance modifies notably the
536 charge on both atoms, that on the central carbon increasing to
537 +0.793 and that on the oxygen to −1.050, in agreement with
538 the more electronegative character of the oxygen atom in the
539 C−OH bond, both charge increments almost compensating.
540 The charge fraction on the hydrogen atom of the O−H group
541 decreases from +0.293 to +0.188, the Na charge fraction in TS1
542 (+0.907) is close to that displayed in the M1 structure, while
543 other atoms also show small (in general below 0.1 units)
544 changes in their charge distribution in this transition state
545 structure. From TS1 the supermolecule structure evolves to
546 that corresponding to potential energy well M2, whose
547 geometry structure is shown in Figure 6b. It can be seen that
548 a CC double bond is practically formed with a bond length
549 differing only 0.008 Å with respect to the same bond for the
550 calculated C3H6 molecule (see Figure 5a), and the distance of
551 the active hydrogen to the original terminal carbon atom (2.207
552 Å) is practically 1 Å greater than in the TS1 structure. In the
553 M2 structure the plane of the HOHNa fragment also contains

554one of the C−H bonds in the terminal unsaturated C atom.
555Moreover, this plane is practically perpendicular to that defined
556by propene’s three carbon atoms. The more pronounced charge
557fraction changes in M2 with respect to the TS1 structure are:
558sodium increases its charge to +0.947, the central carbon
559decreases theirs to +0.038, and oxygen also decreases to
560−0.763. Such a charge distribution points out that, while the
561supermolecule conserves its positive global charge, the M2
562structure can be seen as resulting from the interaction between
563the near-formed, practically uncharged C3H6 subsystem (with a
564very small +0.05 global charge fraction) and the positively
565charged NaOH2

+ subsystem (with a +0.95 charge). From the
566M2 structure the reactive supermolecule evolves to the final M3
567minimum after surmounting the small ZPE potential energy
568barrier (0.012 eV) associated with TS2, whose geometry
569structure is also given in Figure 6b. As it is shown there, in TS2
570structure the planar NaOH2 system reorients itself relative to
571the C3H6 carbon skeleton, both planes being disposed
572practically at right angles and the charge fraction distribution
573being quite close to the TS2 one. The evolution from TS2 to
574M3 leads to a stabilization of the supermolecule that is only
5750.220 eV less stable than the ion−molecule reactants adduct
576M1. From Figure 6b it can be seen that the structure evolution
577from TS2 to M3 involves a restructuration of the four-center
578subsystem such that the Na atom is resituated on top of the
579CC double bond, and in turn the water molecule moves
580away from the propane subsystem redirecting the sodium−
581water plane that is virtually located perpendicularly to the plane
582of the propane skeleton. In the M3 structure the Na+ appears as
583coordinated to the C3H6 molecule in a given direction and to
584the water molecule in the opposite one. As can be appreciated
585from the M3 structure in Figure 6b the sodium ion is located
586almost but not exactly symmetrical to the double bond carbons
587and closer to the terminal one, the corresponding distances
588being notably shorter than the equivalent ones in TS2, while
589Na−O distance increases slightly to 0.051 Å and the C−C and
590C−H ones do not change significantly. Charge distribution on
591carbon and hydrogen atoms remains practically unchanged,
592while charges for sodium and oxygen increase slightly (∼0.1 or
593less) to +0.864 and to −0.640, respectively. As in the case of
594M1 and M2, interaction between the sodium atom and
595coordinated subsystems is essentially noncovalent in nature.
596The final reaction products (1) and (2) can be reached from
597M3 minimum as will be commented on in the next section.

4. DISCUSSION ON THE DEHYDROHALOGENATION
598AND DEHYDRATION REACTIONS
599A deep, full understanding of elementary chemical reactions
600requires knowledge of the interaction forces among participants
601and the dynamics of the reactive processes. In the absence of
602dynamical simulations of the collision systems described here,
603quantum chemistry calculations such as those shown in the
604third section can give information helping to interpret, at least
605qualitatively, the experimental measurements described in
606Section 2. As is well-known, experimental measurements can
607be correlated with the most relevant topologic features of the
608PES where reactions, such as those in this article, are assumed
609to evolve adiabatically. For both systems studied here, the fact
610that reactants can reach M1 without overcoming any potential
611energy barrier leads to expect the formation of the respective
612ion−molecule adducts which were measured experimentally at
613146 and 83 m/z units for the bromide and the alcohol,
614respectively, their cross-section values not showing any energy
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615 threshold. For both reactions and for collision energies below
616 the TS2 energy height, the M1 adduct, produced with a
617 relatively high vibrational energy content (T → V), can either
618 become quickly stabilized (usually in the picoseconds time
619 scale27) by redistributing its energy among the different
620 vibrational modes and emitting infrared photons (not measured
621 in the present experimental setup) or alternatively can
622 decompose, back-dissociating into reactants. Taking into
623 account that these processes are very fast and that under
624 experimental conditions the adducts formed in the reaction cell
625 reach the detector in ∼1 × 10−3 to 1 × 10 −4 s, a decreasing
626 cross-section energy dependence can be expected for adducts
627 formation as corresponds to a barrierless ion−molecule
628 reaction, and also as shown in the excitation functions plotted
629 in Figures 1a and 2a. These show that cross-section values for
630 the [Na−i-C3H7OH]

+ adduct are larger than those for the
631 [Na−i-C3H7Br]

+ one but for the former its value rapidly
632 decreases with energy while the latter’s show a slower decrease.
633 A possible explanation of this fact could be found in the lower
634 potential energy barrier of TS2 in the bromide’s case which
635 allows M2 and M3 to be easily populated by species that, being
636 different from M1, have the same m/z value, so that measured
637 cross sections gather the contribution of all of them.
638 The stronger ion−molecule interaction in the [Na−i-
639 C3H7OH]

+ adduct could qualitatively explain its cross-section
640 values being larger than the [Na−i-C3H7Br]

+ones, while the
641 more complex M1 structure of the former adduct could
642 facilitate its back-decomposition even at relatively low energy
643 collisions leading to a faster decrease of the [Na−i-C3H7OH]

+

644 adduct excitation function.
645 As can be seen in Figure 3 and Table 1 the endothermicity of
646 reactions 1 and 2 in Na+ + i-C3H7Br collisions is higher than the
647 ΔH0 of TS1, so it can be expected that excitation functions for
648 both reactions will show an energy requirement in agreement
649 with the experimental energy dependences as plotted in Figure
650 1a. Although the small reactivities and the experimental
651 uncertainties do not allow obtaining reliable energy thresholds,
652 these can be roughly estimated to be ∼0.1 and 0.4 eV for
653 reactions 1 and 2, respectively, agreeing well enough with
654 calculated reaction endothermicity. As can be seen from Figure
655 1a, cross-section values for reaction 2 are of the order of few
656 square angstroms, while those for reaction 1 are ∼1 order of
657 magnitude lower in the range of collision energies studied.
658 However, from a statistical interpretation of both reactions’
659 reactivity and from their endothermicity, the more exothermic
660 reaction 1 ought to be favored instead of (2). A plausible
661 interpretation of this effect can be made by considering the
662 geometry structure of the M2 collision complex (see Figure 5b)
663 where reaction 2 products are actually formed simply by
664 increasing the distance between the hydrogen of the HBrNa to
665 the terminal double bonded carbon, so that the asymptotic
666 C3H6 + [HBr−Na]+ products are obtained. This reaction
667 pathway16 avoids the TS2 bottleneck associated with the M2
668 geometric rearrangement into the M3 one, which is required
669 for the formation of reaction 1 products, at least in terms of an
670 RP evolution. From M3 structure it can be seen that reaction 1
671 and 2 products can be obtained by lengthening the Na−BrH
672 distance or the Na−C3H6 one, respectively, reaction 1 being
673 thermodynamically favored.
674 For Na+ + i-C3H7OH both reactions 1 and 2 are exothermic,
675 the energy requirement being in this case imposed by the
676 notable height of the potential energy barrier associated with
677 TS1. As stated in the Experimental Section it was not possible

678to measure with enough reliability the excitation function for
679the less exothermic reaction 1, while that for reaction 2 is given
680in Figure 2b, showing the profile expected for a reaction with an
681energy requirement. From an energy threshold that can roughly
682be estimated at ∼1 eV (in good agreement with calculated
683values) cross-section values increase with the collision energy,
684describe a maximum, and later decay until eventually
685disappearing at high energies. In the present case both the
686stronger exothermic character of reaction 2 compared to that of
687reaction 1 and the fact that the M2 internal rearrangement into
688M3, leading to reaction 2 products, can be avoided basically by
689the same considerations as in the dehydrohalogenation’s case
690(NaH2O

+ practically formed in M2 structure) can help to
691interpret the cross-section measures for NaH2O

+ formation. All
692these considerations together with the [C3H6−Na]+ dissocia-
693tion energy, ∼0.02 eV lower than that for the [H2O−Na]+,
694could contribute to explain our inability to measure the
695corresponding excitation function.
696For both systems, reaction 3 becomes possible at relatively
697high energies and, according with ab initio quantum chemistry
698calculations, proceed adiabatically on the ground singlet PES of
699the supermolecule system. According to these calculations
700reaction 3 can be seen as the heterolytic breakage of the
701covalent bond between the central carbon atom and the
702bromide (or hydroxyl) group induced by its interaction with
703the Na+, both reactions being endothermic as shown in Figures
7043 and 4. As can be seen in Table 1 the calculated ΔrH0 value for
705reaction 3 in the (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ system agrees well with that
706obtained (1.51 eV) from experimental data, while for (Na−i-
707C3H7OH)

+ the quantum chemistry value (see Table 2) is 0.61
708eV higher than the experimental one (2.79 eV). However,
709results from calculations done under different approaches (basis
710sets with or without polarization functions, including or not
711core electron correlations) do not significantly differ from those
712given in Table 2, and for coherence all calculation results
713reported in Table 2 were obtained using the procedure outlined
714in Section 3. Considering the energy requirement for reaction 3
715in both halide- and alcohol-derived molecules, measured
716excitation functions ought to have an energy threshold in
717agreement with experimental measurements as shown in
718Figures 1b and 2c. Taking into account the weak signals
719measured at threshold and near-threshold energies as well as
720the small signal-to-noise ratio in this energy range, by
721extrapolating experimental data we estimated threshold
722energies to values of ∼1.2 and 1.0 eV for (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+

723and (Na−i-C3H7OH)
+, respectively, as shown in Figures 1b

724and 2c. The former value relatively agrees with ab initio
725predictions, but the latter is significantly (∼1.8 eV) lower than
726those calculated from the ab initio calculations and those
727estimated from experimental endothermicity.35 This reduction
728of the experimental threshold energy values with respect to
729calculated ones could be justified considering that temperature
730in the reaction cell is ∼303 K. However, assuming an
731equilibrium statistical distribution of vibrational energy at
732working temperature, the vibrational energy excess over the
733respective ZPE (∼0.072 eV) does not help much in justifying
734the difference between reaction threshold energies, particularly
735in the case of the (Na−i-C3H7OH)

+ system.
736As can be appreciated in Figures 1b and 2c after the energy
737threshold, excitation functions increase with energy, reaching a
738maximum at ∼4.40 eV for (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ and 3.00 eV for
739(Na−i-C3H7OH)

+, later decreasing to nonsignificant values at
740∼8.0 eV. In both cases and from a dynamics point of view,
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741 reactions 3 are the dominant ones at relatively high collision
742 energies according to their endothermic character, reactions 1
743 and 2 not significantly contributing to the global reactivity of
744 both systems. The breakage of the C−R covalent bond requires
745 not only a high-energy (Na−i-C3H7R)

+ collision complex but
746 also an adequate energy distribution among the complex
747 vibrational modes, so that the proper amount of energy can be
748 channeled into the C−R bond. In the collision energy range
749 where reaction 3 is dominant (roughly over 1 eV), the relatively
750 low efficiency of reactions 1 and 2 results from the difficult
751 redistribution of the supermolecule energy content among its
752 internal vibrational degrees of freedom (T → V), in particular,
753 among those strongly related with its evolution along the
754 reaction coordinate. Moreover, even if a reactive collision is
755 evolving toward products in reactions 1 or 2, the high energy
756 content of the supermolecule in the final stages of the collision
757 process can lead to the alkali ion separating from the final
758 reaction product to which it is coordinated (C3H6 and HBr for
759 i-C3H7Br; C3H6 and H2O for i-C3H7OH). This effect leads to a
760 loss of measured reactivity when the detected species are ions
761 such as [C3H6−Na]+, [HBr−Na]+, and [H2O−Na]+. This
762 effect was clearly evidenced and found in similar reactive
763 systems previously studied in our research by running out
764 direct quasiclassical trajectories.36 Unfortunately, the high time
765 consumption of these calculations does not allow us to run
766 them for the systems described here. The decrease of the
767 measured cross-section values after the maximum can also be
768 interpreted, at least partially, in terms of the supermolecule
769 losing its ability to efficiently couple vibrational modes and to
770 channel energy into the C−R bond, likely as a consequence of
771 the reduction of the coupling effect between vibration states at
772 high energies.37 Moreover, increasing the energy content of the
773 supermolecule also increases the internal energies of the
774 products, in particular, C3H7

+ that can then decompose in
775 different ways.38 As shown in Figure 1b and Figure 2c, at
776 collision energies slightly higher than those for the excitation
777 function maximum for the formation of C3H7

+, the production
778 of a possible fragmentation product C2H3

+ is evidenced, the
779 corresponding excitation functions showing the typical shape
780 expected of chemical reactions with an energy requirement, in
781 this case associated with the carbon−carbon bond breakage in
782 C3H7

+ according with reaction 4, while other possible
783 decomposition channels of excited C3H7

+ were not observed
784 in the energy range studied. Cross-section values for reactions 4
785 are notably smaller than those for C3H7

+ formation, and their
786 threshold energies, referred to those for formation of its parent
787 ion, were estimated with a relatively large uncertainty from
788 Figures 1b and 2c to be ∼2.8 eV for (Na−i-C3H7Br)

+ and 2.3
789 eV for (Na−i-C3H7OH)

+, these values being in agreement with
790 previous quantum chemistry calculations39 done by some of the
791 authors.
792 Taking into account that in our experimental conditions the
793 reactant gases inside the reaction cell are in thermal equilibrium
794 at 303 K, an equilibrium distribution for their internal
795 vibrational and rotational states can be assumed. Consequently,
796 the measured cross-section at a fixed collision energy gives the
797 contribution of all state-to-state cross sections added over all
798 product states and statistically weighted over all reactant states
799 at the experimental temperature. From experimental reactive
800 excitation functions the corresponding thermal rate constants at
801 a fixed temperature k(T) can be calculated by properly
802 averaging over a thermal collision energy distribution.23 At
803 303 K the rate constants calculated for reactions 1 and 2 in the

804Na+ + i-C3H7Br reactive system were 5.1 × 10−13 molecule−1·
805cm3·s−1 and 2.6 × 10−13 molecule−1·cm3·s−1, respectively, and
806that for reaction 2 in the Na+ + i-C3H7OH collision system was
8079.6 × 10−9 molecule−1·cm3·s−1. Neither one of these systems
808were explicitly considered by Allison and Ridge,10 but
809calculated rate constants for reactions 1 and 2 in the case of
810the i-C3H7Br are ∼2 orders of magnitude lower than the
811estimated upper limit on rate constants for systems they
812considered, while calculated rate constant for reaction 2 in the
813case of i-C3H7OH is close enough to the order of magnitude
814they estimate for rate constants of the reactions discussed there.
815Gas-phase dehydrohalogenation and dehydration of halo-
816genated hydrocarbon derivatives and alcohols are an important
817subsection in the plethora of complex elimination reactions
818taking place when gases are heated at high temperatures, and
819they play an important role in complex chemical kinetics.40

820These decomposition reactions are commonly endothermic
821and in homogeneous conditions show relatively high activation
822energies in comparison to their endothermicity. For the i-
823C3H7Br and i-C3H7OH compounds considered here the
824corresponding elimination reaction enthalpies are 83.1 kJ
825mol−1 (0.86 eV) and 50.8 kJ mol−1 (0.53 eV), respectively,
826while their respective activation energies are 199.6 kJ mol−1

827(2.07 eV)41 and 280.7 kJ mol−1 (2.91 eV).42 Gas-phase
828elimination reactions are unimolecular processes in which the
829energy requirement for overcoming the corresponding
830potential energy barrier is usually fulfilled by thermal collisions
831leading, in the present case, to the formation of C3H6 and either
832HBr or H2O products. Dehydrohalogenation and dehydration
833reactions reported in the present work are typical bimolecular
834collisions in which the alkali ion induces the elimination of HBr
835or H2O from i-C3H7Br and i-C3H7OH, respectively, and the
836reaction energy requirement is furnished by the collision
837process transferring translational energy to the internal
838vibrational modes of the neutral target molecule (T → V)
839along the evolution of the collision complex on the reaction
840PES to products. The essentially noncovalent interaction of the
841sodium ion with neutral molecules is strong enough to notably
842perturb the PES on which gas-phase molecules experience
843unimolecular elimination reactions as can be seen by comparing
844PES profiles given in Figures 3 and 4 and activation
845energies41,42 for the thermal elimination reactions. In the
846reaction involving i-C3H7Br, perhaps one of the most striking
847effects derived from the Na+ participation is the significant
848reduction in ΔrH0 from 0.86 to 0.25 eV for reaction channel
849(1) and to 0.35 eV for reaction channel (2) as well as the
850lowering of the highest potential energy barrier TS1 in Figure 3
851(0.166 eV) along the reaction process, while for the elimination
852reaction without sodium ion the potential energy barrier should
853be at least as high as the reaction’s endothermicity (0.86 eV). A
854similar effect, even more pronounced, on the reaction
855energetics is found when i-C3H7OH is considered, the
856dehydration reaction changing its endothermic character
857(0.86 eV) to an exothermic one, −0.036 eV for reaction
858channel (1) and −0.491 eV for reaction 2 as shown in Table 2
859when the process is induced by collisions with sodium ions.
860Moreover, the potential energy profile along the Na+ + i-
861C3H7OH reaction evolution given in Figure 4 shows a relatively
862high potential energy barrier (TS1) that imposes a minimum
863energy requirement of ∼1.1 eV, notably lower that the
864transition states barrier (2.83 eV) calculated by quantum
865chemistry methods.43 The activation energy for i-C3H7OH
866dehydration when sodium ions are involved is reduced ∼2.6
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867 times with respect to the gas-phase thermal elimination,
868 according to data given in Table 2. Bearing in mind the
869 considerations made on the effects of the participation of
870 sodium ions in the dehydrohalogenation and dehydration
871 reactions studied, it can be concluded in some way that the
872 sodium ion plays the role of a catalyst for these elimination
873 reactions.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
874 In this study, excitation functions in absolute units have been
875 obtained for the different reactive process observed in the
876 dehydrohalogenation and dehydration reactions of i-C3H7Br
877 and i-C3H7OH gas-phase molecules in binary collisions with
878 sodium ions using an octopole RF guide. In these reactions
879 sodium ion appears either coordinated to the C3H6 double
880 bond or to eliminated hydrogen bromide or water, as [HBr−
881 Na]+ or [H2O−Na]+ in reactions with i-C3H7Br and i-
882 C3H7OH, respectively. Moreover, the formation of an adduct
883 between the sodium ion and the neutral molecule has been
884 observed in a definite collision energy range for each reaction,
885 as well as an additional decomposition reaction that appears at
886 higher collision energies. The complementary quantum
887 chemistry calculations done for both for Na+ + i-C3H7Br and
888 Na+ + i-C3H7OH reactions give important information on the
889 topology of the PESs on which reactive processes take place
890 and help globally to interpret the shape of the measured
891 excitation functions and, where present, the corresponding
892 threshold energies being in good agreement with experimental
893 results. Quantum chemistry ab initio calculations evidence that
894 the interaction between Na+ and i-C3H7Br or i-C3H7OH
895 molecules is essentially noncovalent, the sodium atom
896 conserving a high fraction of its original charge along reactive
897 pathways and helping to promote the elimination in the
898 corresponding molecule with the simultaneous formation of a
899 carbon−carbon double bond. This effective role of the sodium
900 ion on the atomic rearrangement along the reaction evolution
901 as well as its effect on the reaction energetics and on the
902 reaction potential energy barriers leads to conclude that sodium
903 ions play the role of a catalyst in the gas-phase ion−molecule
904 dehydrohalogenation and dehydration reactions studied.
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